
– COLLECTION REPORT –
Spring/Summer 2025 Leather and Textiles



BASIC IDEA FOR THE CREATION OF THE COLLECTION
In general, the focus is on the new. - Subtlety and timelessness are emphasised. Playing with silhouettes 
creates tension.

COLOURS 

The colour dial has been turned up: bold colours such as Papaya, Hibiscus, Coral, Flamingo, Frozen 
Cactus and Forest Fern are still fundamental and provide well-proportioned, essential highlights.  
However, the colours are somewhat more powdered and softer than in previous high-colour seasons.
New: Pastel Power is the focus of the new colour range for the current season.
Powdery pastels - lavender, sunkissed pastel or La Vie En Rose create new worlds of colour in quilted 
versions and for sporty jackets.
Earthy safari tones and summery brightness will continue to be a key driver of the coming summer, 
with colours such as sienna, sage, tan, cream, camel and pastel khaki.
Yellow is making a strong comeback in all its shades and nuances.
Denim blues - from light to navy to strong electric - remain on trend.
Khaki is back in many shades: khaki pastel, grey forest or olive define the safari look.
Natural colours are very popular, with earthy tones forming the basis of every smart look.
Powdery shades such as blush and bleu, elegant neutrals such as sand, stone and off-white provide  
a cool contrast.
Basic shades such as navy and black add depth and complete the colour range.

MATERIALS   

Leather is increasingly becoming the distinctive favourite material of the major luxury brands.  
The aim is to bring more elegance and luxury appeal to every outfit to make it more distinctive.

VELOURS

Sophisticated velours fabrics are presented in trendy safari shades and bold splashes of colour in the 
colour palette. This light, elegant and supple material is available in a wide range of unlined styles.

EDEL-BOHEMIA   

A particular highlight is Edel-Bohemia with its artistic, net-like all-over laser patterns.

NAPPA 

Softer, more subtle, more feminine: the successful product of our feather-light, soft nappa with tricot 
jersey bonding is presented as an enlarged package. A new kind of chic elegance. 

PERFORATION 

Nappa is new with all-over surface perforation.

WASHED NAPPA

Casual yet commercial washed nappa looks in chalk colours. Light and breezy with a variety of  
unlined nappa jackets, in natural colours and all shades, not forgetting black. 

FAKE FUR

The focus is on ready-to-wear: new for the start of summer is a light knitted fake fur, bonded and as  
a waistcoat in pastel colours. 

FLOWING FABRICS 

Details and light, flowing fabrics provide the necessary touch of femininity.
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NEW MATERIAL FEATURES

A variety of new materials are waiting to be discovered. Natural materials take centre stage. One par-
ticular highlight is a viscose blend with a crinkle effect for safari jackets and parkas with numerous 
details. A cupro blend is presented in a sporty safari blazer.
Bonded crepe is the perfect fabric for a blazer in one of the highlight colours.

INDOOR PROGRAMS 

The indoor programme of the textile collection has been further expanded.

SCUBA

Our successful and well-established scuba material comes in casual, ready-made looks and highlight 
colours. New here are net-like perforated holes in this material, making it attractive worn over a dress.

LIGHT NYLON

Ultra-light shimmering nylon, ideal for a quilted shirt and in a patch with parachute silk, in pastel colours.

SILHOUETTES

SMALL JACKETS 

Small jackets to evoke their great inventor with decorative buttons and shortened cuts, either with or 
without collars, are the hit of the summer in leather and textiles.

FEMININE LOOKS

Feminine looks continue to set the pace with body-hugging silhouettes. In leather, this is realised with 
inserts made from elasticated materials.

DETAILS 

Artful braided details in nappa jackets and trendy braided bags create an Ibiza boho feel. 

DENIM TREND 

In line with the current denim trend, denim jacket styles are reinterpreted in airy silhouettes.

STRAIGHT AND CROPPED SHAPES

Straight shapes with large shirt collars, sometimes as shortened box jackets, are the ideal complement 
to softly falling high-waisted trousers and slim dresses. These are essential in both the leather and 
textile collections.

BLAZER

Blazers are at the centre of the casual tailoring trend and are available in a variety of styles in both 
leather and textiles: the designs are elongated with patch pockets, cropped, tailored, feature subtle 
structured fabrics, and come in two-tier versions.

MEGA TREND: UTILITY AND FIELD JACKETS 

The mega trends of utility and field jackets are making a return with elegant influences, creating  
casual, feminine looks with playful drawstring details to cinch in the waist. Patch pocket details and 
flaps characterise the look. 
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TRENCH COATS AND JACKETS 

The classic trench coat has already celebrated its comeback this summer season. Now the trench  
jacket is the new summer edition of this classic - even more freely interpreted, flared or shorter at  
the front than at the back. The trench variants are still an essential in leather.

OVERSIZED SHIRTS

Oversized shirts with generous pockets are all the rage as sporty outdoor jackets or windbreakers. 

HIGH-WAISTED UNIFORM JACKET 

A very cool look: a high-waisted buttoned uniform jacket in bonded viscose scuba or alternatively in 
cotton featuring natural colours.

In general, the variety of shapes ranges from shaped to enveloping.


